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Dear [Name],

I hope this email finds you in good health and high spirits.

I am writing to express my sincere thanks for your rich and insightful comments on the [document name]. Your feedback has been invaluable in guiding me through the twists and turns of my work. I am grateful for your attention to detail and the effort you took to provide such a thorough review.

I have been reflecting on your suggestions and am considering how best to proceed. I appreciate your patience and understanding in waiting for me to respond, and I assure you that I am moving forward with renewed determination.

Thank you once again for your time and consideration. I look forward to our future collaborations.

Warm regards,

[Your Name]
3 sessions
debate - N/A topics or issues - Agnew
need to build Agnew in headlines
so they can't call him a tool
in-depth substantive stuff

Tom Moore - build-up

Problem: getting the staff act when it gets there
Don't do anything to rattle them
or shake things up or add staff
- get after Surrogates - etc.
- reccurring theme - Demo. line
- N against Sec. Sec.
- report as to who are telling it.
- Caucus desk
- Candidate still not answer - others did.
- shake 'em up hard
- afraid it serious
- reports last no action
- what specifically what line - etc.

N3 - get out an answer - smear
- found using in Caucus. Nation etc.
- nationwide pattern if smear
- get everybody to use it.
- B - write me.
- N's always been for Sec. Sec.

Truth Squad -
- Some reports it is going lot harder than
press reports - we will tape & regard
on layer - TS will do.
2:00 Radio -
script over now -

Leo - have research group restart on project
he'll talk this afternoon

Nancy - go over everything we've done today

from the beginning

find subjects for new radio talk

Steve -

get on with it

Moe -

make up stuff it's done before
just change a bit - new lead

movements re-scheduled. next 3 weeks

hold off for PN to say Tuesday

get up Thursday

Pete - M-F-H Chat - have all get info

be sure they're ready to talk

get off the ground - everything

PR - 6-Str-Sef-F-Mono - EIR - give them

talk about what done in terms of PN

decide PR plans - report to PN

anyone else on next TV
Crime - Nickel - Saf -  
P - Kev - B -  

After they have plan
not RV + give
this rec -
what they can do in 2 weeks

2 - may even if busy time
have to give equal time + quality

Kev - Nothing new in East week -
124 release on Garden speech.

Anderson - Crack basis
look of N position on major issues
present to press

→ Kev - did he mail these books to eds.
diagram here?
Saf - that if source book + call it ancient

get someone in RV to do this
include the we've written
Go thru briefy book + put in
answer his prepared to give but lack
make them concrete
would go to every editor & all those who
- counter attack. Chat report to RV E on Exercise

Chat - get report on what the trouble is

F - Ch Batchelder on debate. How it affects pope
Go over now

get Rhyme down.
Begin border state. A Dance
Cities is certain
Key state excerpts:

- put Agnew almost exclusively, in Sto. Border, don't waste his time.
- NY have tour in 6/; big 7 - after 5th
  Fla. - Lie plan - lot of Dem. working
  VA - best Dem. program - Powell's lead
  Tenn. - pur. in W Tenn. - some good Dem.
  Baker - Brooks fighting.
  Ky. - Nunn cracking the whip.
  Mo. - org. problems - Dick Herman is charge.
  - counter attack.

- re Agnew - don't see any press.
  - don't do stories - answer, etc.
  Shot. - kick Nunnie - sue Fackler, after her cool.

Judge - try to get a photo of Agnew w/ DDC.
  When he sees them, think it.

- protein attitude on Agnew.
  No hint of any disaster section.
  Don't admit anything wrong.

- don't go at Agnew.
  Must stay in NY.
B - get speech mail to Agnew

use Scranton in NJ, Pa, Ohio as gate.

B: Graham to Vatican?

Al Smith Annex
just in time for reception speech. 
Told press no political.
always N will not ans. any polit.

ok on Face the Nation
- lighten Saturday

kike ok on briefing -
but not on plane any more
than necessary
- RV won't go back when it is.

ok on AP editors -
- but no other interviews etc.

- no to labor leaders
CB - as a half TV spot on Union - based on region not by face
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W - Do more Texas / Ft. Worth again - Houston again - airport? San Antonio - El Asso -

Alger - NC Tenn - Va Ky - Fla - Minn -

E - Cong. figures by 10 AM

E - Gold - Main aide quoted Wash. Post/Stein saying 'it's price gold sooner'. Musoll says Europe affects gold more. I'm unimpressed/Rafferty -

don't put me out -

don't tie hands re: gold.

W - Leventhal - asked by N to ch -

this R. very close, concerned -

is straining things up -

says someone should come in for the agency -

quick E - a someone known -

Green book - not for a while - not done

will get 60
Boggsbill - NC Cong - angeography - dened problem - down tube - N - rescue him set come in film tomorrow

Boston rally cancelled?

not

Henry Brandon wish family London Sun Times wants interview - maybe see on plane? Way to say something to Europeans

Jackson + Son, Brooke +

Cong - Senate +

Senate net gain
June 15
3rd quarter +3
full lets +6 (party only)
party gain 10

House
March +27
protable +30
Mar net gain +38
the daily radio - problem of overexposed gut issues
raise level of interest by counter attack

use appearances to gain one up -
but each night a solid radio start
start hitting MX - in RV speeches

Lost a q. of what we say - but 10 main speeches
for radio - run timely ads - in main news.
Or strip in in all major ads

C maybe buy Nixon at Nixon

be steed & tactile - be careful
steel - attack - any action must be real

put again on uncle radio
1) satellite cities
2) inter state relations

major peace speech - early

KL have latest pieces - #1020 - etc.
5 Fate
5:30 Pm
600 Rtw - Kco

1974

Charlie King
Rtw group

emph.
Cordu states + Fia.
late afternoon

RN... ? see Alba Elan (Mr. Fisher - not rec.)

Rh - when do spots... + what
what ones will he do -
no can think of facts

E - got from Wilson + Murphy - law that
memo to RN

H - E - F

we asked

new Minn poll + NC 5C
give Agnew to Minn. full day
outside Minn cap. - also renegades
long shot - watch closely
maybe RN back in to Dako?
research crowd -

key people to meet

Kao, E, F, Leffie, Harlow, Price, M

deal w/ B separately - not in mg.
put them together every day - full hour
have Anderson and B in chg today

Kao - wants to see everything on plate

Kengsu - when is Goodall's
always check E on cut tissues groups

F - Mr. Z be glad to fill you in again
be sure to clean in 2's mind
or do it for E to our advantage
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next three weeks
fastest finish in campaign history
site - people - interest - values
because TV & radio avail

Achad - this is last 4-5
Fs even - edge lines
NC same Tenn
No - even category - but we're mucked
Boston TV - pos overall NE. effect
Mondays off - except some for TV/radio taping

W - date at noon 36th - based on polls
1st prop stop - Tex
2nd prop stop - Calif

telethon - Y-Bu - 1st & 2nd in E - off - 2
finish - they are ninja - 1st to vote
select site in NY -

start Weds - every site - major radio that 75+
unprecedented
will provide a non-complete view book - 150
mill. those in private CTAs
- Operation Extra Effort
- Will put out our poll info to DC - last current ahead in every major state
- Make nothing for granted
- Blues continue every county down it city
- In same for TV
- Rhyme same for City's
- not playing safe - all out

- Debates - Your major p TV will do
  Analysis of low ads - paid a fee - can't do

House + Senate Predictions:
  Con - have 76, min net 7, could be 14
  State Leg. + 400
  House - min +30 could be +40
  if extra effort on wire
  Senate - 14 may
  not good chance to control 26 states
  
Foe - not engage in phone calling as it
he is panicking - will swing wildcat written
against Sec. Sec. knows isn't true
won't get down to his level
Agnew issue - benefit to us

Transition - will take up on Nov. 5
Youngest White House Staff

northeast Nov. 5 - Jan
Decisions made then -
most nip new Reps will make
re success of admin.
Spend 2 months for this

Attack Wallace - counterproductive

debate in hcl - not best use of time - need IV
Record one radio script

- clean NY polls - & McCarthy situation
  - re VIPs on plane - readers' Volpe a somer
  - past them on other plane -
  - RV doesn't have to take time

- speech deadline - for radio
  - clean on subjects
  - set up plan
  - 1 min spot with Rust. (long run)

TV -

- another girl on for steno -

- get an opinion on equal time

Said E + F - re Press Club idea - opinion it can't be done

- first - if it does the debate vs film
  - we keep time - 1/2 in sum. after - any that
  - do it.

- N might want to go on - take on it
  - or see film -
  - Or someone else go on & answer
  - get a case offer into Cleaver to buy twin
  - or some inquiry made to buy & from Cleaver

- every time I'm done after HT - no relation to HT
F. ride hourly ch. on Harris

LE situation on TV
   Southern boy
   Play for spot for balance - et.

Scott - he wants to re-do audios - on all staff he's done for TV that will be heard

 feels it's not strong enough.

Che - what did H do w/ Father's Farmers

F. Tower reaction Texas TV

\[\text{Note: Mon Cabs - NY}\]

\[\text{Lindgb - hit debate on press plane}\]
On reading cuts - Don’t be sure young people include other than students - 20-35 - see what RV can do in 15min. He won’t have time to cut.
OK to pretend longer - 15-pg - RV style. Don’t send to RV to cut.

- Vick all 3 nets - get opinion direct whether they will telewizie hall press in overseas press club in a 2-way appearance. Attack NA on two-way debate if needed or E - it helps if hear W to beat W.

more that W is starting to play they is backed high. This week E - call #[redacted] or use any format.
Call me 11:30 Weds

[illegible]

Ferraro - Don't see Medicare soonest - MAN
then do one min for last week radio spot for all programs.

Already - FCC has ruled

Radio. Available -
Was not intact 15 min at suitable time,
CBS is considering -

Sex weeks -
9:00 Sat 26 Broke

Ferry to the Bethlehem staff -
Ag. 12: debates

Rust - do radio tape invite

Agent to RH on new coverage of承德
Tell all major acts that have endorsed tell them about last 3 nights plan
Also each network - and marking
McC reg. now may decrease him on ballot
- Court Appeals has to act - don't know when
- N - lost ½ hour in NY situation
  - Well we'll be back
  - Pushing as hard as we can
  - Hopefully
RN - TD

- The only thing for TV
- Story wants to do ½ he interviews - chart
  - Here to do ours or this.
  - Rogers n't m. Then
  - Good n't shaper

  Things better than reported
  - N. This Whitcomb is capable
  - Mich will be helpful 4 1/2 to go on
  - Child ch up Whitcomb.

Re blocks - admit 4 intg. set BM.

Re So TV - had to adjust tapes
  - Eugen all midlt - test show =

Oh - gung up one begin at 10:40 salutes
  - Be gung how - why not debate?
  - Always get in picture (drafteed dummy)
Chi - Hum Charlotte
   15 bands, 1 main, free BBQ.

- Daily News poll - next Mon.
  Strategic sample - 5 times
  Wells this will show N ahead in city.

  Days we're going well.
  Has been out for 2 days with
  N who carry NY going well.

  N will carry NY tomorrow.
R.N. 10/7/6

Sh. stand by to drop our 3 min. cell. Now if there's a bomb alert.

C. casualty figures 12K everyday.

K. more little color soon for each unit add to stocks.

U.S. Army - Knoxville - random for good beef Repub. got our work done - look men strictly signs play off them.

Texas - do three.
Cali - No. Kern - L. Beach.

We debate - stay or present position.

Add halos.

KBS call - all 3 at once - do stay Saigon. Is good half read Christian's stint.

Surge mini P3 say anything.

Last some want develop - trying more.

Anything might jeopardize.

Ref to NBC's bombing speech - Americans don't stay.

RN this attempt by KBS to get peace before election.

Harlow told to direct Ford - put out unadmitted flavor.

China in attempt to build up idea war is at end.

Somebody (Humph) got to VN - got to Loshong. He sure didn't trust anyone. Anyway, results aren't too good.
for press club - answer already clear
2-man TV OK

FCC ruling - there is a question
under these circumstances - decline
leave it jugged-up don't say no
because of FCC requirement
we have obtained legal opinion

wants lite - but not better asshole

for past week - dollar compression
N vs H TV

Roger\l stay on ice - re fake peace
if there's a bone left

yes - at NY rally - don't have Battle Hymn
old - not sharp - with it - gogo
chain sing a more zing song.

FCC - when is rent going out?

$ - poll hits me Ouch
- one poll -
Frank Get NY reading
Wells

Keep bad optimistic line

May want to break poll a day early
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Have 6 cases

KC - still get delayed re Waudby

B. Graham wants RVR channel

JU 67072 AM 333.75

Calvary Baptist 57 51 11:00

C -

FEB

365 29 60
- Elliott said not true. Harris polls for Dem have led lot of clients. In fact, more to bomb him.

- Russ Woolery - speech sten - chain most important aspect of campaign
  - Gill with us in car min. behind RV

- Stop meeting people on stage until afterwards. Local people have to be told.
  - Will meet people after speech

- Get girls seated.

- If Romney is ready, wife along - he walks up then.
  - If no wife, have Larry RV to RV with kids right behind.

- Copies full radio speeches to date. To drop tomorrow for PR, TV & CD.

- Assemble all major speeches - put in book. Get out next week - radio speeches -
  - Back to primary - bridges - etc.
gigs on train - Pa. motocade  

in motocade - put guns ahead of lead car  

get signs made for guns can of flags on float  

MSO - big band & strong choir or salvation  

TV - get back reaction to N.E. TV  

RV that it a front - no lift  

Tech TV - low key on 27cc  

if not do corn sat  lite  

On stage - say  

RV will lose the substance of his rant  

in his remarks tonight  

this is not an advance test or an excerpt  

need getley liking starts - not bitte.
- Monday
  - listing team for MT
  - surrogates et al ready forbach
    - instant response

- try to get Rocky in All + Winmore

- absentee ballot for T.
BB: I'm fun. Up everything -
Smother keep buggy off.
What's it about
Helen: - Far & distant - keep buggy off
find out what condition are.
for bulk
NYTV: take one from Ailes - she
no long three of pros. -
tell them they can’t be
only MR. Knights, Lindsey
peace the people. No audience can’t amount
don’t build up pre-show too much.
Chey. - all rallies - tighten up pre program

- do something in downs tate. Ill get an
Received instead of Uncle - or plus

add! - Wilson + Maria, for NY TV
+ Mo. - also Mr. Pa. Mech...

Call: - order - call for listening Groups

need to advertise house + troops
As for MSB and telephone -
phone crew - call everyone undecided again
on Education speech
- be sure Ray Paige is informed
- before made
- was he consulted?

Sh - if So. TV News this week we have to

make change

try to get it done - fastest

C - Les Arets on phone list

W - Count might be worth a stop

- what really in Fairfield County

- not necessary - but might be good.

- NV TV - need better plan of greeters

audience - VPs.

Self & B - for NV TV + telethon

just the 10 pts they want NW to get in

- one hours - check lines

500 - last two weeks except results

- only on front pages issues - over rows
Sh - maybe he's too edge of desk
Sum on 27th
The choice
buy the time -

K - KL problem - get his set in NY
Call Armentay, CBS, Felix L. Paris
Dly News - get editorial/write

T - All out attack - everyone -INU - get their book
10 radio speeches etc
They're not getting on time
Call all of them -

Dr Evans - put Evans on this - MC time book
ie Volpe didn't know what we were doing
Call 30 people -INU - etc...

KL - talk to Jack Knight - re wine book

Call Jackson - f got tied up
The tone - don't want to bawl, smash, look mean.

RN concerned re Times rap on Al Smith dinner.

I said - be sure to takeержbage at press not reflecting that we are working hard both on intellectual side - not just shaking hands.

B - get press list to RN - should have Dick Wilson up - Faded look it over.

Call up may for own protection.

E - told Rose to let payment to Bakhdin - but if could get out of veg budget - we should.

M - get anything from Oregon?

- coord. right on B. Seaham amount.
The tone - don't want to bark, snarl, look mean

FNC concerned re Times rap on Al Smith denier

I think - be sure to take_jerbage at press not reflecting that we are working hard

but on intellectual side - not just

shaking hands.

B - get press list to RN - should have Dick Wilson up

F rustic book it over

C - Gallup may for our protection

E told Rose to cut payment to Bachelder

but if could get out of def budge

we should

M - get anything from Hoagin?

This is right on B. taken account
To N.E.T.O.

that even that very flat - too negative didn't come off well - had panel very depressed in office guy said mother called that great even seen.

very said R.I. Lt. Cdr. Chm. Thurs- all usual - met his wife Volpe told Bob Dunn this is great I've seen told M very concerned - asked him to check Mike Wallace - son at要素 - others that flat Newmii didn't like it going to check the baseline chart.

NY panel - re types -

H.H. election note - lost 20 in an ea. part. 
\begin{itemize}
  \item except ordered ABC 2 hrs 6.50 - telethon
  \item they're checking legal - will our Man.
\end{itemize}
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Get RN accurate # of press conf, talk to Willy

Girls not with us-

For Montgomery (NR RV)

VS motorcycle

Albany

Petting

Get motorcycle (set train)

C-

Spoke with Reporter Wallace in Asheville

Reported Stuart Blackton spots

RN thinks they need - at least in C & Dallas

Skip Negro spots in So.

Mike Douglas had M. Johnson & Humphrey -

Very effective with Douglas

Juliet & David - from report

Tommy, Mink-Reffitt, Joey Reffitt

Ask Paul Keyes to check on these

Have to jerry or really effective stuff

Graham says absolutely nothing has been new-

talked to C on TV last week-

Want me personally to offer on-

Leoni, RN & Hammer spots

Cut staff on diet famous VDT crops.
Z. be sure to cancel up to on
O. Graham endorsement

2.

Steve wants RV see a talk by John King
given 150.7° wants to tell RV about
things he knows from last trip.
Needs to schedule promptly
promises another 50.2° - about 2:45

2½ will last trip - 500 ft/day
lot in pipeline - have slight atack.
will

Make RP 5 min - on a 1/2 hr -
If speed in Asheville - a 15 min.
on radio speeches
have Scott at 6:30 today
talked to Garment
do驼e spots

need to advertise on radio talks TV
not for listeners—just to get people known
NY - Leave 35 min for RN, M56
(set-up cue lights)

[Drawings and notes]

- tea w/ mom at St. Peters school bar
- Amish group in Pa. Thurs
- vets. - gap of Korean-Viet veterans
- Columbia hot before Texas.
- etc.

Cheryl: keep all cans out of Telethon

Kris: add 3 - will do other Thurs. - you
have it ready -
don't want to do any on Fri. -
put Agnew on one -

[Note: called Donovan -]
[Note: Les Cramm's wife (try and don't)]
[Note: left msg. N. Cambria]

[Note: copies of Wine book to magnetic in Volpe]

P: wants to do the book of speeches
just like the wine one.

[Note: any town poll -] School survey spot - they said have
Kee - dictated memo to Keogh
  don't want joint radio -
  wants 2-day stint
  living tough stuff Bt Sp.
  ride hard in AM
  Kan't agree to a radio -
  maybe how rebuild cities

- whole business of strategy
  Haldow RD wants to turn around RF
  don't know what to do.

- can M go down to NY Times roon
  plans - convey Z. O'Brien story
  get 'em on things - defend Agnew

- kit 'em in excepts
  Kee edit handing
  eliminate B shrill

F - Z stab - say something re what RV doing in plane
  preparing radio, interviews
Kee - give RV lost 2, 200 for stein 8/22
- already told this for Columbus Day
9 things for tomorrow
Nothing cut - Tender looks
With arrest of jirages.
"let court back 10 yrs"
Make clean kind of jirages
Must have until pretty boy get done
Layout RV财s for arrest
Itemize 10 renewal 10, 10 write
Dead to civilize, that 1st - 8/22
is late to be sure for downtown

- B.H. Sefrie.

Jung in wine difference
Taxes - Prices - og crime -
Defense -
Only guilty - no cop in racemchi et
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V.B. in today's speech says Supreme Court as attack on N. 

N some grants gone too far. 

Ref to Potter Stewart. 

Mentions in memo.
good week for all to go back there.

previous stuff -
don't write from top of heads.

Team - blank.

think in attack terms.

problem - have to keep crowds enthusiastic.

research aware if pts trying to get at

can't get story audiences feels apathetic.

R/W needs to sharpen stuff more.

think of how to fish things in

the way B did in '66 -

Casey's hands - never possibility.

= (B P-shifted text pipe to uncertain)
down to 256 - from 289.
Interview requests

NBC - E. Abel - forum setup - about 15-20
needs to shoot SAP

ABC - Bill Lawrence

ETV - Paul Miozzi

No station groups - Read-to-read?

W. Wallace - MSG - Telethon
10/11

- pollsmanship - CBS vote count problem
- who's with us from CBS

- Ill., Ohie., Calif., Penna.

- have to play post game hard -
and with figures
- get daily reports
from Texas esp.- hard look
- RV ask BRC for explanation of Texas
poll discrepancy
- tell them how difficult to spend time of
sex gay in Six.

- go ahead on list of releases
- RV as exceptions -
- use RV's notes
- get them to RV before he speaks
- follow RV's memo on Columbus -
- Toledo - you were had too good
- be sure tech figures + quotes

Etc. - have Eddie always done esp. busy RV
- re public address system
IF - worried about Rochester turning deep during week we were doing well.
What was the reason - peace feeler?

Concerned re: spots - hard hitting etc.

In addition to long cards - always show former cab. officer (McElroy)
Ehrlichman still check this
also former Sen - Carl Buerke
Don't put at chmn & Wash Comm & City chmn
no party officials.

\[ ... \]

\[ ... \]

IF not then use poll figures

Local contact polls -
\[ ... \]

New York - NY

be sure any people don't say we're worried

we shouldn't talk about what we're doing after whole word is confident optimism -
Keep on Michigan - pull some thing on this line 1-2-3

peace abroad - peace at home - states
same in Penna - 4 issues
don't be cute -
brief - direct - accurate -

- recount thing - type of men we'd agree
worth separate except for it can
SL

Someone check when other polls come out

Florida local polls show 1-5 pts ahead
next Daily News shows us up a pt.

Mtg December 11, 03

Va. - is going up - King Fleming, aides, hard
Dems. operation headed by Powell

Uphill operation - Fleming

Had mtg re TV today

30-40
Pine shows Haddon Y, gushin yumi, N holding 33. (Also shows oligo News, poll on up.)
do everything we can to affect next poll...

get title for Jackson when does he endorse?

so - do we endorse Jackson endorsement will lose goldwater - talk to jackson - get his time

all your states may make the diff - chaos will ruin pop. vote

wcho - check on when other polls come in - gallup estimate

fr - daily report on big states - late polls, everything as they come